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Abstract:
Purpose: This article aims to present the concept of narrative medicine as an opportunity for
the health care system to humanize it in the context of current and future pandemic
conditions.
Design/Methodology/Approach: The article consists of three parts. The first one covers the
definitions of narrative medicine and its other terms. The second part of the study deals with
the concept of narrative in medicine. It emphasizes the importance of telling the patient's and
doctor's stories to build a new relationship of significant importance for the treatment
process. The third part of the article focuses on the values and principles of narrative
medicine as critical determinants of the narrative approach to the doctor-patient
relationship.
Findings: Narrative medicine treats the patient holistically as a person, not as a set of
symptoms, by listening deeply, sharing understanding and empathy, and recognizing a
patient's fears, emotions, and feelings related to their disease. The concept of narrative in
medicine is key to ensuring a higher standard of health care and improving adherence to
policies and procedures in the treatment process.
Practical Implications: Every healthcare professional should practice listening and
providing attention, representation, and affiliation as wise and humane values at every stage
of the treatment process. The concept of narrative should be promoted as an innovative and
effective way of stimulating the professional development of medical students by teaching
them to approach patients' experiences with the disease with greater understanding and
compassion.
Originality/Value: The approach to the concept of narrative medicine, based on scientific
publications and information from Internet sources, takes into account current reports in this
area and enriches the recent scientific achievements in the context of an innovative approach
to the treatment process, taking into account the narrative of the disease.
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1. Introduction
The current pandemic situation in the world related to the spread of the coronavirus
has led to a shift from the typical doctor-patient relationship to a remote visit.
Telemedicine has made its way into health care for good, eliminating observing the
patient's body language and careful listening to him. The concept of narrative may
be the answer to the technicization of medicine, treating the patient impersonally.
Because in the current, complicated pandemic reality, and the future also postpandemic, narrative medicine can help both patients and medical professionals,
which, through sincere conversation, mutual understanding, openness to another
person's emotions, humanizes medicine anew. By telling the doctor about their
experiences, the patient feels heard and taken care of him.
In contemporary healthcare models that sometimes fail to deliver holistic, patientcentered care, the foundations of narrative medicine provide an opportunity to
improve clinical care and promote patient well-being (Remein et al., 2020). The
patient is no longer a problem that must be solved and becomes a partner whose
needs must be understood. There is no question of authoritarian imposing on the
patient one's opinion and treating it objectively. The patient ceases to be a passive
participant in his disease. Such a holistic way of treating a patient is significant
nowadays when patients live for many years with chronic conditions, function
normally, and do not want to be seen solely through the prism of their illness. They
want an individual approach, mindfulness, and care at every stage of the healing
process (Tarasewicz-Gryt, 2019).
Within the framework of narrative medicine, each patient is essential because it
recognizes the uniqueness of each patient, sincere interest, and concern for his
health. It is also listening carefully, discovering fears, feelings, and emotions to
improve and strengthen the doctor-patient relationship (Zaharias, 2018a).
The COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted the powerful potential of using the
technologization of medicine. In the context of the problematic epidemiological
situation, we are dealing with a significant acceleration in healthcare transformation,
visible in three dimensions: automation of medical and non-medical personnel in
healthcare entities, digitization of medical records, and digitization of medical
records health services. On the one hand, e-health technologies, by building bridges
between patients and healthcare providers, can give physicians more time for
narrative techniques with patients. Still, on the other hand, there is a risk that
digitization of healthcare could potentially limit the possibility of such narrative
contact (Rosti, 2017).
2. Definitions of Narrative Medicine
Narrative medicine is also called the narrative of disease (Zurzycka and Radzik,
2015) or medicine practiced with narrative skills/competence (Avrahami and Reis,
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2009; Chu, Wen, and Lin, 2020) or narrative-based medicine (Milota, van Thiel, and
van Delden, 2019), are a global trend that puts the word and the narrative at the
center. The founder of this medical sub-discipline is Rita Charon from Columbia
University, who defines narrative medicine as a patient-centered model for empathy,
reflection, profession, and trust (Charon, 2001). According to R. Charon, narrative
competence is the ability to read texts accurately, including patient medical records,
and reflectively write, making it easier for doctors to process information and give
meaning to their decisions in the treatment process (Charon, 2007).
According to Segen's Medical Dictionary, narrative medicine provides a platform for
improving the interaction between doctors, nurses, social workers, therapists, and
other caregivers by analyzing patients' narrative phenomena (Narrative Medicine,
n.d.). A slightly more colloquial definition is that it is a medical practice that knows
what to do with a patient's stories (Nowaczyk, 2014).
3. The Concept of Narration in Medicine
In the context of the current pandemic conditions, the health care system requires a
different, new approach to treatment, better outcomes, and cost reduction, which
often happens at the expense of the dehumanization of patients' experiences.
Narrative medicine as an innovative approach involves storytelling of the patient and
the doctor to build a new relationship of significant importance, shared
understanding, and potential change. Recognizing the uniqueness of each patient,
medical professionals affirm their "story" and express empathy through genuine
concern and care. Such behavior means listening deeply, exploring fears, feelings,
and emotions, and developing a deeper understanding of the disease's experience and
the patient and doctor (Myers, 2021).
Narrative medicine emerged from the amalgamation of different schools of thought,
the humanities, patient-centered care, the biopsychosocial model, holistic care,
psychoanalysis, and the work of Michael Balint (Zaharias, 2018a). The concept of
narration as an essential and integral part of medical practice helps build empathy in
the doctor-patient relationship and enables patients to be heard and understood. This
type of medicine is a powerful tool for medical professionals with tangible benefits
for both sides of the treatment process (Muneeb et al., 2017). The concept of
narrative is part of the technologization of medicine where electronic medical
records assist in documenting history.
The narrative changes as there is a shift from the doctor's narrative to the patient's
narrative. In modern times, the dominant medical narrative was that of a physician in
a classic objective biomedical scientific report. The contemporary medical narrative
is increasingly directed towards the patient. Currently, the concept of narrative is
seen as a valuable source of patient understanding of the disease (Kalitzkus and
Matthiessen, 2009). Because narrative medicine teaches medical professionals to
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listen and tell stories, interact with patients, and develop mutual recognition for the
other person's life experiences (Wittenberg et al., 2017).
Narrative medicine provides a unique approach to treatment, using narratives in
clinical practice, research, and education to promote the well-being of patients and
doctors. This approach emphasizes individual patient stories in the context of
psychological, relational, and environmental stressors related to physical illness. By
benefiting the patient by managing his experience, narrative medicine also
encourages medical professionals to develop their self-awareness and creativity
(Thompson et al., 2021). According to Charon (2005), the therapeutic potential of
narrative medicine expands when patients are encouraged to join physicians in
writing their medical records because patients are or should be co-authors and
curators of all papers on them. Unfortunately, medical practice is quite different in
many countries.
In summary, the concept of narrative should be promoted as an innovative and
effective way to stimulate the professional development of medical students by
teaching them to approach patients' experiences with the disease with greater
understanding and compassion. Improving their listening and observation skills
stimulates their empathic abilities and increase their ability to reflect and adopt
different perspectives (Milota, van Thiel, and van Delden, 2019). Therefore, any
training system for future medical professionals should contain elements of narrative
medicine, shaping the soft skills of medics and sensitizing them to listen carefully
and interpret patients' stories.
4. Narrative Medicine Values and Principles
Narrative medicine focuses on three values (Figure 1). The first is attention focused,
firstly, on listening to the patient's speech, i.e., what and how he says, what words he
uses, how sentences are built, and what is not displayed. Secondly, we carefully
observe the patient's non-verbal behavior: facial expressions, gestures, body position
(Chojnacka-Kuraś, 2019).
The second value is the representation consisting of presenting the conversation
results with the patient in the form of an entry in the history of the disease, i.e.,
reflective writing. The last component is affiliation, treated as building a bond
between the participants of the medical professional-patient relationship, consisting
of mutual respect and understanding (Zurzycka and Radzik, 2015).
The first step in the narrative is letting the patient tell their story in their own words.
It is not accessible from the doctor's point of view because the modern patient is
better informed and has higher expectations than in the past. In addition, there are
serious challenges such as comorbidities and the fragmented nature of care that
affect the physician's understanding of a patient's experience of illness (Zaharias,
2018b).
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Figure 1. Narrative Medicine Values

Source: Own study based on Charon, 2005.

Therefore, listening to the patient's narrative, analyzing it, and drawing conclusions
from it may seem daunting for the primary care physician, at least at first. The
following tips may be helpful: showing interest in the patient, listening attentively,
keeping up - especially at the beginning of the visit, allowing the patient to finish his
thinking, asking open-ended questions, listening to and following directions,
observing the patient's body language, not judging, not rushing to resolve the
problem (Zaharias, 2018c). In addition to value, narrative medicine is based on six
principles presented in Figure 2.
Intersubjectivity, or the relationship about oneself, means the study of relationality
through literature. The wealth of literature allows patients to react creatively, which
helps construct a narrative with the patient in clinical conditions. Relationality
means healthcare professionals benefit from a more integrated 'me' in listening
carefully and responding to patients.
Personhood and embodiment represent a dualism that permeates modern medicine,
causing losses for patients and caregivers, especially in situations of power
imbalance because the clinical attitude dehumanizes both caregivers and patients.
Action toward justice means narrative ethics emerging from clinical experience and
allied with justice's feminist and structural framework. Its purpose is to integrate the
ethics of literary narrative with the ethics of clinical history. The original, central
method of narrative medicine is close reading. By enhancing mindful listening,
careful reading deepens relationality and intersubjectivity, allowing for a link
between the medical professional and the patient.
The lack of creativity in healthcare is partly due to control, the value of "evidencebased" and "numbers-based" medicine. Narrative medicine stimulates the creativity
hidden in every human being (Charon et al., 2017).
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Figure 2. Narrative Medicine Principles

Source: Own study based on Charon et al., 2017.
The narrative medicine model focuses on creating links between diagnoses and the
understanding that not every procedure or principle is the same. Narrative medicine
does not replace traditional evidence-based medicine. Still, it complements it by
being open to the humanistic aspects of the disease, which increases clinical
competence and affects the quality of medical care (Zurzycka and Radzik, 2015). As
one of the newest branches of humanistic medicine, narrative medicine allows you to
look at the activities of doctors from a broader perspective, combining the points of
view of disease specialists, narrative specialists (literary scholars), anthropologists,
specialists in deciphering hidden cultural codes (Woźny, 2020).
5. Conclusions
In the current disease-centered healthcare model, doctors focus on collecting a
medical history, not dealing with patients' real problems, because understanding the
experience of illness is essential in healthcare. Narrative medicine offers this
possibility, which aims to develop empathy among medical professionals by
listening to their patients' stories.
Narrative medicine tries to bridge the gap between doctors and patients by telling
stories. By listening deeply, sharing understanding and empathy, and recognizing the
patient's fears, emotions, and feelings about their illness experience, healthcare
professionals treat the patient holistically as a person, not as a symptom set.
In the current pandemic times, maintaining health through health promotion,
incremental care, long-term relationships between the patient and the primary care
physician (and other healthcare entity personnel) becomes crucial. Enabling the
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narrative of self-care is a powerful and valuable tool even for decades of a person's
life, or after that - in the face of their death. Every healthcare professional should
practice listening carefully, ensuring the values of attention, representation, and
affiliation, wise and humanizing, at every stage of the healing process.
In summary, healthcare is usually not related to the interpretation of history. The
treatment process results are influenced by the strict facts associated with applying
policies and procedures in a clinical setting. However, storytelling and narrative
medicine are vital to ensuring a higher standard of care and improving adherence to
policies and procedures. That is why the narrative concept in healthcare responds to
modern treatment that treats the patient more and more mechanized, technically
advanced, and impersonally.
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